
BERKELEY LEADERSHIP AWARD ESSAY

Established in , The Leadership Award is a one-year, merit-based scholarship that recognizes undergraduate students
at UC Berkeley who demonstrate.

Another thing to think about is how the educational system you are in creates barriers and how that system
works. UC essay prompt 2 Every person has a creative side, and it can be expressed in many ways:
problem-solving, original and innovative thinking, and artistically, to name a few. Do you have a creative skill
that is important to you? Did you have support from someone else or did you handle it alone? We change in
small ways all the time and our relationships change too. Raise awareness? Things to consider: An educational
opportunity can be anything that has added value to your educational experience and better prepared you for
college. How did your actions benefit others, the wider community or both? What kinds of things does the
subject bring to your life outside the classroom? Now look at the prompts and divide them into three
categories: "Want to write," "Can write What sorts of challenges forced you to ask family and friends for help,
emotional, or practical? Do you care for children? How does your creativity influence your decisions inside or
outside the classroom? You must complete a new general application when the Fall Scholarship Application
Cycle begins of each year. New Admits you may submit your application prior to hearing back from UC
Berkeley admissions decision. How have you developed and demonstrated that talent over time? You don't
necessarily have to be recognized or have received awards for your talent although if you did and you want to
talk about it, feel free to do so. We "make up our minds" when we decide to do something. You will have 8
questions to choose from. If that applies to you, what have you done to further that interest? For example, if
you are great at explaining things, do you ever work with young children and explain how things work to
them? How will you connect to people? However, you must accept your offer of admission to UC Berkeley by
the requested deadline to be considered for any of our scholarships! The following are suggested prompts. UC
essay prompt 3 What would you say is your greatest talent or skill? How did overcoming this barrier help
shape who are you today? Think about your life and do several free writes in order to identify a moment of
inspiration. Don't forget that many careers involve many more years of learning even after college, whether in
graduate school, or trainings, or through autodidacticism learning on one's own. Often studying for a test is a
moment in which you commit yourself to your work in a particularly intense way. What have you been able to
do with that skill? You must respond to only 4 of the 8 questions. Things to consider: A challenge could be
personal, or something you have faced in your community or school. Essay 8 is the catchall, allowing you to
write just about anything. Things to consider: Many students have a passion for one specific academic subject
area, something that they just can't get enough of. Leadership can be the dynamic between just two people,
and does not need to involve a formal position of leadership. You can also try your own. How could you tell
something needed fixing? Did you help to resolve an important dispute at your school, church, in your
community or an organization? The advantage of doing them after is that they can serve as drafts to the essay
you will eventually complete, but you may not be as connected to the experience you want to share. Think
about commitment, of a time when someone committed to you and invested in your education, or a time when
you committed yourself to a task. How did your experience change your perspective on leading others? A
common problem here is you read the prompt and think "Oh I'm not good at anything. What do you like about
the subject? This is creative work. In an artistic setting, leadership may be about organizing a set of ideas in
order to create the conditions for collaboration.


